Winterlicht

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-BD1130

Winterlicht
81-page-book with a lot of cross-stitching ideas for Christmas by Christiane Dahlbeck (full colour charts).
The text is in German, but everyone will understand it easily thanks to clear images and very detailed charts.

Price: € 24.00 (incl. VAT)
Schöne Momente: Kreuzstichmotive

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-BD1170

Schöne Momente: Kreuzstichmotive (Beautiful moments: Cross-stitch designs)
Delicate designs to stitch throughout the year and for each month to create the magic. Lovely piggies in January, colorful umbrellas and cute mice in the brightest colors in February accompany you the all year through, until you run into a wonderful Christmas tree.
Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
116 pages in German

Price: € 24.90 (incl. VAT)
Frühlingsfest

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-BD1190

Frühlingsfest (Spring festival)
A book with a lot of projects by Christiane Dahlbeck. The book is in German, but with clear and easy follow charts and images.

Price: € 24.90 (incl. VAT)
**Sternenglanz**
da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-BD1180

Sternenglanz
64-page-book with a lot of cross-stitching ideas for Christmas by Christiane Dahlbeck (full colour charts). The text is in German, but everyone will understand it easily thanks to clair images and very detailed charts.

**Price: € 21.80** (incl. VAT)
Kleine Strolche: Kreuzstichmotive

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-BD1210

Interesting book with embroidery ideas and gifts for newborns and also, children's birthday party.

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck

116 pages in German

Price: € 26.50 (incl. VAT)
Kreuzstichmotive im Garten

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-BD1220

Small ants accompany us throughout the garden. They sit on the flowers, jump on the bottles or ops, here there is one in a cup! A beautiful book with a lot of cross stitch charts with great ideas to embroider on pillows, paintings, tablecloths, bags.

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck

48 pages in German

Price: € 16.50 (incl. VAT)
Do you know this feeling? You come out of the house in the morning and suddenly you realize that the air outside has changed. The morning feels different and suddenly you know why: it’s autumn.

In this wonderful book you will find creative ideas and cross stitch patterns which are dedicated to autumn and Christmas.

Price: € 24.90 (incl. VAT)
Frühling

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-B124

Explore on 40 pages wonderful patterns of spring.
Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
40 pages in German

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Sommer

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-B1250

Explore on 40 pages wonderful patterns of summer.
Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
40 pages in German

Price: € 18.90 (incl. VAT)
Winter
da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-9783946775034

Explore on 63 pages wonderful patterns of winter.
Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
63 pages in German

Price: € 19.90 (incl. VAT)
Herbst
da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-9783981608199

Explore on 58 pages wonderful patterns of autumn.
Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
58 pages in German

Price: € 19.50 (incl. VAT)
Januar

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-LDjanuar

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
16 pages in German

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Februar

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-LDfebruar

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
16 pages in German

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
**März**

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-LDmarz

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
16 pages in German

**Price: € 13.50** (incl. VAT)
April

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-LDapril

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
16 pages in German

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Naturtöne

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-BD1290

A book of cross-stitch charts dedicated to nature and its seasons. Fall is the absolute star, with its changing colors, but winter, with its Christmas spirit, is also a very magical time.

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck

92 pages in German

Price: € 25.90 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

Mai
da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-LDmai

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
16 pages in German

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

**Juni**
d: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-LD\textit{Juni}

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
16 pages in German

**Price:** € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

**Juli**
da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-LDjuli

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
16 pages in German

**Price: € 13.50** (incl. VAT)
August
da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-LDaugust
Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
16 pages in German

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
September

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-LDseptember

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
16 pages in German

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
Books and Magazines

**Oktober**
da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-LDoktober

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
16 pages in German

**Price**: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)
November

da: Fingerhut C. Dahlbeck

Modello: LIBVAU-LDnovember

Author: Christiane Dahlbeck
16 pages in German

Price: € 13.50 (incl. VAT)